
 
 
 

 

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION 2016: Objectif Sport, 1
st

 March to 1
st

 May, all day

 

In the context of European and International 

sporting events of the year 2016, the “Fondation 

Alliance Française” is organizing the 6th edition of 

the photo contest illustrating the theme of sport 

"Objectif Sport!” 

Candidates are invited to present works illustrating a 

sport which, in their opinion, best portrays the 

sporting activity of their country. Thus, through the 

lens of photography, the participants will convey 

essential values in this activity: tolerance, openness, 

social inclusion and team cohesion. 

For details on the competition: 

http://hyderabad.afindia.org/events/international-

photo-contest/ 
 

 

 

FRENCH FILM: L’homme de Rio, 13
th

 April at 6:30 pm  

 

Philippe de Broca – 1963 – Comedy-Action – 110 mins 

In this madcap adventure, a French air force pilot, 

Adrien Dufourquet, decides to visit his girlfriend in 

Paris. Unfortunately, she is kidnapped by a group who 

believes the girl can lead them to the location of a 

fabulous treasure. He follows them to the Brazilian 

jungle, and many riotous adventures ensue. 

In 1965, the film received a nomination at the 

Academy Award for the Best Original Screenplay. 

Venue: Alliance Française auditorium 

  

  



CONCERT: Beltuner, 27th April at 6:30 pm 

 

Beltuner is a popular French band created in Paris in 

2001. Accordion, violin, guitar and double bass: 

Beltuner has been creating gypsy folklore since the 

past 15 years. Between musette and jazz-rock, the 4 

musicians lead the way by bringing together some solid 

gypsy rhythms, sensitive melodies and an almost 

transcendent stage presence. 

From their very first concert in a tiny Parisian bar, to 

the tours in Europe, Russia, Asia and Emirates; from a 

comfortable theater setting to a crazy rock festival, this 

band has come a long way. Their live performances, 

which are full of their infectious energy and frenzied 

rhythms, are especially noteworthy. Greatly influenced 

by musicians Django Reinhardt, Jo Privat, Astor 

Piazzolla and Serge Gainsbourg, Beltuner constantly 

tries to evolve the spirit of their lively music. 

Venue: Mahindra Ecole Centrale,  

Survey 62/1A, Bahadurpally, Jeedimetla, Hyderabad 

 

 

 


